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Abstract 

Blood supply chain is the resources used to provide patients with blood 

products during blood transfusing process at medical centers. The chain consists 

of blood donors at one end, blood collection stations to collect and produce blood 

products, storage equipment, transportation and patients who are in need for 

blood products on the other end. 

The demand in blood supply chain is random with a stochastic nature as it 

is the case in different products supply chain, however, the supply in this chain is 

also random and stochastic as blood donation process is a completely voluntary 

process. Meeting the random demand on blood products is a must in this chain 

otherwise the patient’s life will be in danger. By adding the fact that some blood 

products can substitute other blood products, the managers at blood donation 

centers are in need for a  plan to assign blood donors with different blood group 

to different blood collection stations that produce a variety of blood products with 

different quantities. 

This research work proposes a stochastic linear programming model for 

the blood collection and production process at the Saskatchewan blood center. 

The objective for this model is to find the optimal assignment for blood donors to 

blood collection stations in order to meet the random demand on blood products 

within the available random blood donations and minimize the total cost of 

collection and production process. 
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   To consider the process stochastic nature, a two-stage stochastic 

optimization model with recourse will be used, the first stage will minimize the 

capital cost of purchasing collection equipment and cover the strategical decisions 

of how many and what type of collection stations to employ, while the second 

stage will minimize the operational cost for collecting blood units. The second 

stage will cover tactical decisions to find the optimal assignment for blood donors 

to collection methods. 

By considering the stochasticity of supply and demand, a large scale 

stochastic optimization model was generated. DECIS, a stochastic LP solver will 

be used to solve this problem employing the Bender decomposition along with 

Monte Carlo sampling method to reduce the computation efforts. 

The solution results show an increase in operations costs and supply 

shortages when considering the supply chain stochasticity nature when compared 

with the deterministic analysis. The stochastic analysis brought more important 

information about the supply chain where this information was filtered out when 

the problem approximated with a simple deterministic model. 
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1 CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Background 

Supply chain is defined in the literature as a set of suppliers at one end, 

freight and transportation means, manufacturing plants with production lines, 

inventory systems and the consumers at the far end. This combination of 

resources is used to convert supplier’s raw material and services to product to 

satisfy the customer’s needs (Santoso, Ahmed, Goetschalckx & Shapiro, 2005). 

 With the same token, blood has its own supply chain, in it, blood donors 

give blood units at collection centres where they are processed to produce 

different blood products: red blood cells, plasma, cryoprecipitate and platelets. 

Produced blood products are then tested, stored and shipped to medical centers 

where they are transfused to patients during some medical treatments. Figure 1.1 

shows the echelons of blood supply chain (Osorio, Brailsford & Smith,  2015). 

Collection  Production  Inventory  Distribution 

Figure 1.1 Blood supply chain echelons 

Blood supply chain has interesting characteristics making it different from 

other products supply chains. Although demand on blood products is random with 

a stochastic nature, the supply in this chain is random too. The arrival of blood 

donors is random with stochastic nature as the donation process is a voluntary 
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process in most countries. The donated blood and the produced blood products 

come in different blood groups, ABO±, which increases the number of products 

and the number of raw material in this chain. The property of substitution between 

blood groups adds another feature to this supply chain. 

Failing to meet the patients demand on blood products will not cause loss 

of customer satisfaction as it is the case in other products supply chain, but it will 

put patients’ life in danger and in some occasions cause their death. In February 

2018, Troy Black, a Canadian tourist visiting Mexico was sent to a Mexican 

hospital because of a sudden illness. Troy died as the hospital ran out of blood 

units necessary to treat him (Stagg, 2018).  

As every blood collection method used in blood centers has different 

operational parameters in term of the produced quantities, process capacity and 

the produced blood products, it will be helpful to provide blood centers managers 

with a plan to assign donors to these collection methods in order to satisfy the 

blood demand within the available resources and supplies. The plan also can 

highlight any future shortages in blood products and give the decision maker the 

opportunity to prepare for these shortages by ordering the required blood product 

from different locations or initiate campaigns for blood donation in the media. 
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1.2 Canadian Blood Supply Chain 

Because the health regulations and acts vary from country to country, the 

blood supply chain features and properties are different in every country. Add to 

that the fact that the percentage of blood groups is different and varies among the 

different ethnic groups (Katsaliaki & Brailsford, 2007). 

In Canada, blood is collected and produced by two firms: Héma-Québec 

(HQ) in Quebec and Canadian Blood Services (CBS) for the rest of Canada (Barr 

& Alport , 2016). The Canadian blood supply chain features will be summarized in 

the following sections based on CBS publications. 

1.2.1 Blood Donors 

Blood donors arrive at blood centers to donate a whole or part of a blood 

unit and donation process is completely voluntary process in Canada. 

Blood donors are classified according to their blood groups. There are four 

blood groups: A, B, AB and O depending on the type Antigen existing in the blood 

and there are two types of Rhesus factor positive (+) and negative (-), depending 

on the existing of one protein in the blood. The combination of blood groups and 

Rhesus factor creates eight different blood groups: A+, A-, B+, B-, AB+, AB-, O+ 

and O-. 
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1.2.2 Blood Products 

According to Clarke (2017), there are four main blood products used in 

medical treatment: 

Red Blood Cells, RBC: contain only red blood cell and are used for treating 

patients diagnosed with anemia and people who went through an acute blood 

loss during accidents or surgeries (Clarke, 2017). 

Platelets: they are part of the blood component and given to patients who suffer 

from bleeding due to severe decreased platelets (Osorio et al., 2015). 

Plasma: they are part of the blood and they are given to patients who suffer from 

burns (Osorio et al., 2015). 

Cryoprecipitate: they are part of the blood and they are given to patiens with 

diagnosed with cancers (Osorio et al., 2015). 

1.2.3 Blood Collection Methods 

There are four methods used in Canada by CBS to collect and produce 

blood products (Clarke, 2017). There are more collection methods used in other 

countries, but this research work will be restricted to the Canadian methods as the 

research case study is located in Canada at more precisely at the Regina blood 

center. The four collection methods are summarized as follow: 
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Buffy Coat (B1) Method: in this method, the donor gives one unit of whole 

blood and then one unit of RBC, one unit of plasma, one unit of cryoprecipitate 

and a quarter unit of platelets will be produced. The produced platelets in this 

method are called “pooled platelets” as four donations together will make one 

unit of pooled platelets. 

Whole Blood Filtration (B2) Method: again the donor in this method gives one 

whole unit, however, on the other end only one unit of RBC, one unit of plasma 

and one unit of cryoprecipitate are produced. 

Plasma by Apheresis: in this method, the whole blood is taken from donor and 

only plasma is separated from the blood, the rest of the blood will be returned to 

the donor. Two units of plasma will be produced in this method. 

Platelets by Apheresis: again as in the previous method, only one unit of 

platelets will be extracted from the donor blood. 

1.2.4 Blood Product Compatibility 

There are four blood products and eight blood groups, the combination of 

blood products and blood groups creates 32 different blood products. For medical 

treatment some products are compatible and can substitute other products. For 

example RBC type O+ is compatible with RBC type A+ and can substitute it in 

case of insufficient units of RBC type A+, but RBC type A+ cannot substitute RBC 

type O+. There are rules that govern the substitution process and they are different 
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among blood products. These rules are summarized in the following tables (Biasio 

& Rymer, 2017): 

 
Blood 
group 

Patient 

 A- A+ AB- AB+ B- B+ O- O+ 
D

o
n

o
r 

A- x x x x     

A+  x  x     

AB-   x x     

AB+    x     

B-   x x x x   

B+    x  x   

O- x x x x x x x x 

O+  x  x  x  x 

Table 1.1 Red blood cell ABO and Rh compatibility 

 

 
Blood 
group 

Patient 

 A B AB O 

D
o
n

o
r 

A x   x 

B  x  x 

AB x x x x 

O    x 

Table 1.2 Plasma ABO compatibility 

  
Blood 
group 

Patient 

 A B AB O 

D
o
n

o
r 

A x x x x 

B x x x x 

AB x x x x 

O x x x x 

Table 1.3 Platelet ABO compatibility 
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1.3 Research Contribution 

This research work will make new contributions in two ways, first it studies 

collection and production echelons in the Canadian blood supply chain as the 

proposed model will be customized and depicts the aspects and regulations of the 

local blood supply chain in Canada. It will provide the blood center decision 

makers in Regina with a plan to assign blood donors with different blood groups 

to different collection methods. The plan will be the outcome of optimizing a linear 

programming model that will minimize the production cost which include the 

capital cost of buying collection stations and the operational cost of running these 

stations within the available resources. 

The second contribution will be considering the variability in the supply, 

although many research studies has been done on blood supply chain, few of 

them  studied the production echelon in this chain and those who studied this 

echelon didn’t take into account the variability and randomness of the supply as 

this study will do. Other researchers assumed any required blood product will be 

available and the reason for this assumption is blood donation is not a voluntary 

process in other countries. In some countries, the patients’ family are required to 

donate their blood to compensate the transfused blood units to their patient and 

in other countries, in Africa for example, blood donors are paid a monetary value 

to make donation (WHO, 2012). 
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1.4 Work Outline  

This thesis will continue as follow: Chapter 2 will include literature review 

for the work done on blood supply chain. The review will be based on the echelon 

of the chain where the research problem solved and on the methodology used to 

solve the problem. 

In chapter 3, the research linear programming model will be introduced, 

with the deterministic version of this model will be presented first. The two-stage 

stochastic models will be then developed based on the deterministic model and 

will be explained thoroughly. 

In chapter 4, the solution methodology of the stochastic model will be 

presented. Two techniques are used in this work to solve the stochastic model: 

Bender Decomposition and Monte Carlo sampling, and both techniques will be 

explained. 

In chapter 5, the model input data and parameters will be introduced. The 

analysis for supply and demand CBS data will be explained and the basis for 

assumed cost data will be presented as well. 

In chapter 6, the solution results will be presented for both the deterministic 

model based on the expected value of the stochastic variables and the stochastic 

model using the probability distribution for the stochastic variables. 
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Finally in chapter 7, the research conclusion with a suggested plan for 

future work will be presented.    
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2 CHAPTER TWO: Literature Review 

Because of blood supply chain was the interest for many researchers and 

for many years. Early quantitative research on blood supply chain started back in 

early sixties of the last century (Elston & Pickrel, 1963). Because the quantitative 

decisions in this chain is affecting directly people life and the health care systems 

budgets, blood became one the most important product to research and studies. 

The research done on blood supply has many aspects depending on the 

chain echelon under study whether its production, testing, inventory, shipping or 

the whole chain (Dillon, Oliveira & Abbasi, 2017). The researches in this topic also 

studied the chain output in different ways. Some of them studied a particular 

product like red blood cells (Dillon et al., 2017) or platelets and others studied the 

whole chain products as it is the case in this thesis. 

The quantitative methodologies used in studying this chain also vary 

among researchers. Most of the work done on blood supply chain consisted of a 

sampling approach to study the behavior of the blood supply chain another 

different operational alternatives and in some times to study the waiting and 

queuing feature of this chain (Katsaliaki & Brailsford, 2007). 

Other researchers used optimization models to find an optimal solution to 

minimize the use of the health care system resources while satisfying the demand 
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on the blood products (Pierskalla & Roach, 1972). Some researchers used 

optimization to find the best way to recruit blood centers workers in order to reduce 

the waiting time for blood donors (Alfonso, Xie, Augusto & Garraud, 2012). 

The optimization model used in blood chain studies also fell into two 

categories: deterministic models where the researchers consider all known 

problem parameters or used the expected values for the parameters, and 

stochastic models where the researchers considered the randomness nature of 

the chain parameters such as donors’ availability and demand on blood products. 

In the coming few sections, the research work conducted on the blood 

supply chain will be reviewed and presented under the categories discussed 

earlier in this chapter. By the end of this review, the blood supply chain feature did 

not get enough attention by researchers will be highlighted as it will be the main 

contribution for this research work. 

2.1 The Chain Echelons under Research 

The earliest blood supply chain study can be found is the one conducted 

by (Elston& Pickrel, 1963). In this study, only the inventory stage was considered 

to find the optimal inventory level that should be kept at blood center. Pierskalla 

and Roach (1972) studied the inventory  echelon and found the first in first out is 

the optimal issuing policy to use at blood centers. The collection and production 

echelon was also researched by many reseraches, including Osorio et al. (2018) 
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who in a recent study looked for the optimal assignment for blood donors to 

different collection methods used at the Bogota blood center in Colombia. 

Distribution echelon was studied by Blake & McTaggart (2016). They studied the 

effects of winter weather on the blood distribution network in the Canadian 

Prairies. 

2.2 Blood Products under Research 

As mentioned earlier some of the researchers studied all the four blood 

products in the chain and others focused on a specific product. Osorio et al., 

(2018) considered all the blood products in their work. Many researchers  focused 

in their work on RBC only  (Dillon et al., 2017) as over 70% of the transfused 

products is RBC (Osorio et al., 2015). Blake et al. (2003) studied only the platelets 

inventory at the Nova Scotia blood center. The short shelf life of platelet, four to 

five days, makes finding the optimal inventory polcies for this product a 

challenging task as oultined in their work, a similar study also was carried by Zhou, 

Leung & Pierskalla (2011) on platelet product and for the same reason. 

2.3 Blood Supply Chain Used Research Tools 

Most blood supply chain researchers used simulation as a research tool. 

They used it extensively in studying the inventory echelon in the blood supply 

chain. The objective is to find the optimal inventory polices in terms of calculating 
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the optimal order quantity and the best issuing polices to reduce the wastage 

(Katsaliaki & Brailsford, 2007) 

Simulation is a good tool to investigate how the supply chain will respond 

to different operation alternative, however, simulation has it drawbacks in finding 

the optimal quantities. Programming tools, including linear and dynamic 

programming are the best tools to employ and find the the optomal quantittaive 

decision in different blood supply chain echelons. Blake et al. (2003) and Zhou et 

al. (2011) used dynamic preprogramming as a tool to find the optimal order 

quantity for platelets and then they used the simulation as a tool to verify and test 

their results. 

Osorio et al. (2018) used a multi–objective integer linear programming 

model to find wether it is economical optimal to assign donors to whole blood 

collection methods or to the apheresis methods. They took the stocastisty nature 

of demand on blood product in consideration in their study. 

Dillon et al. (2017) used the Monte Carlo sampling approch to solve the 

two-stage stochastic linear programming model. They found the optimal ordering 

frequnency and optimal inventory  level for RBC with different service levels. 
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2.4 Work Need to be Researched in Blood Supply Chain 

Although many researchers considered the stochastic nature of demand in 

blood supply chain such as Dillon et al. (2017) and Osorio et al., (2018), however, 

none of them included the stochastic nature of the donors’ arrival. Osorio et al. 

(2018) assumed the optimal donor’s number found by his model is always 

available by either initiating donation campaign by blood centers or the 

involvement of the patient’s family members in the donation process to 

compensate for the blood products issued to their relatives. 

In Canada, the blood donation process is totally a voluntary process (Biasio 

& Rymer, 2017). Patients must receive the needed blood units for their treatment 

whenever they are in need for these units. This research work is addressing this 

problem by assuming the stochasticity nature for both the demand and the supply 

at the same time.  Whenever the blood supply is not enough to satisfy the demand, 

the model will output the future shortages and blood supply managers can order 

the stock out quantities from other blood centers. 
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3 CHAPTER THREE: Problem Formulation 

The objective of this research work is to find the optimal blood donors 

assignment to the different blood collection methods used in the Saskatchewan 

blood center. This optimal assignment will reduce the cost and effort spent on the 

collection and production operations, and at the same time satisfy the demand on 

blood products by patients within the available donors and resources. The pre-

stated features are features of a linear programming problem where there is an 

objective to reduce the cost while several constraints are satisfied. 

 In this chapter, the operations in collection and production echelon of the 

Saskatchewan blood supply chain will be modeled in two different ways, 

deterministic model and stochastic model. 

In the deterministic model, all model parameters will be considered fixed 

and known in advance. To calculate the fixed weekly demand, we average the 52 

weeks values we obtain from the Saskatchewan blood center data for the year 

(March 2016-April 2017). We calculate the weekly fixed supply in the same 

manner.  

The demand and supply in the stochastic model are considered random 

variables where they can be expressed by their probability distributions. The 
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procedure for calculating the demand supply probability distribution is presented 

in chapter five, Section 5.2. 

In the coming sections, the operations at the Saskatchewan blood center 

will be presented then the deterministic and the stochastic models will be 

developed and their parameters, decision variables and equations will be 

thoroughly explained.  

3.1 Problem Description 

Blood donors arrive randomly at the Saskatchewan blood collection center. 

Each donor gives either one unit of whole blood or one unit of one blood 

component, plasma or platelets. The whole blood units are then sent for 

processing to extract RBC, plasma, platelets and cryoprecipitate. Table 3.1 shows 

the production quantities of each blood products using the four standard collection 

methods used by CBS (Clarke, 2017).  

Collection Method RBC Plasma Platelet Cryo. 

Buffy Coat, B1 1 1 0.25 1 

Whole Blood, B2 1 1 - 1

Plasma Apheresis - 2 - - 

Platelet Apheresis - - 1 - 

Table 3.1 Collection methods production quantities 
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The donated blood units will come in one of the eight blood groups: A+, A-

, B+, B-, AB+, AB-, O+ and O- and there are four different blood products as shown 

in Table 3.1, these products will carry the blood group similar to original donated 

blood where they extracted from. The combination of blood products and blood 

groups creates a total of 32 different blood products: RBC A+, RBC A- and so on. 

After testing, the blood products will be shipped to medical centers around 

Saskatchewan and transfused to patients based on their medical need. If the 

produced blood products is less than the demand on these products then the 

difference, which represent a shortage in supply, will be shipped from the nearby 

provinces at extra shipping cost. If the produced blood products exceed the 

demand on these products, then the extra supply will be used satisfy other 

provinces shortages or kept for future need. 

  The medical staff will match between the blood product group and the 

patients’ blood group. When the required blood product group is out of stock, 

another blood product group can substitute the original group according to 

compatibility rules presented in Table 1.1, Table 1.2 andTable 1.3. 

  This research work will provide the decision makers at the Saskatchewan 

blood center with a weekly optimal plan to assign blood donors to collection 

methods. This optimal plan will minimize the collection cost and satisfy the random 
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demand on blood product with considering also the randomness of donors’ 

available numbers. 

  Because two of the problem inputs are stochastic variables, demand and 

supply, a stochastic linear programming model will be used to find the optimal 

assignment plan when the variability in demand and supply are considered. The 

stochastic model, known in the literature as two-stage stochastic model, will be 

developed from a deterministic model. The deterministic model will be developed 

in Section 3.2 and then the stochastic model will be developed in Section 3.3. 

3.2 Deterministic Linear programming Model 

The linear programming model for this problem will minimize, in its objective 

function, the capital cost of purchasing new collection stations, the operational 

cost of processing blood unit from donors and the cost of unserved demand as in 

this case the required blood products will be shipped from other provinces at extra 

charge. The model will satisfy demand, supply and capacity of collection stations 

constraints. The cost data are presented and explained in chapter five, 

Section 5.4. 

3.2.1 Model Data 

First, the model sets, indices, parameters and variables will be defined 

below and then the model equations will be presented. 
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Sets 

I: blood groups ABO±, indexed by i and w, 8 in total 

 J: collection methods, indexed by j. 4 in total 

K: blood products, indexed by k. 4 in total 

Parameters 

 𝒄𝒋: the capital cost for each collection method 

 𝒒𝒋: the processing cost for each unit using j collecting method 

 𝒕𝒋: the processing time required by collection method j to process one 
blood donation 

 𝒔𝒊: the weekly available donors with blood group i 

us: the cost of one unserved demanded unit 

𝒇𝒋: weekly available production time for collection station type j 

𝒂𝒋,𝒌: number of units produced with the collection method j of blood product 
type k  

𝒐𝒌,𝒘,𝒊: equal 1 if blood product k with blood group w can substitute  blood 
group i for the same product, 0 otherwise 

𝒓𝒋: available number of collection stations of type j 

 𝒅𝒌,𝒊: demand on blood product type k with blood group i 

𝝀: scaling factor, 0 < 𝜆 < 1 

Decision Variables 

𝒚𝒋: number of collection method stations type j 

𝒙𝒊,𝒋: number of donors with blood group i assigned to collection station type j 

 𝒍𝒌,𝒘,𝒊: number of produced units of blood product k with blood group w 
compatible with blood group i 

𝒛𝒌,𝒊: number of unserved units of blood product type k with blood group i 

3.2.2 Model Network 

Figure 3.1 shows the model network which helps in understanding the 

relationship between the model inputs and outputs. 
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Figure 3.1 Model network 

3.2.3 Model Equations 

The objective function, equation (3.1) below, represents the total cost of 

collection and production process. The first term in this equation represents the 

capital cost of purchasing collection stations, the second term is the operational 

cost of processing blood units and the third term is the cost for unserved demand. 

The last term in the objective function represents the cost of substitution original 

products, a small scaling (0.1) factor will be multiplied by the number of substituted 

units. This term will not add much to the objective function but it will guide the 

model solver to satisfy the original demand first and then substitute the shortages. 

More information about this factor can be found in chapter five, Section 5.5 
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Objective function: 

𝑀𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝑐𝑗𝑦𝑗 + ∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑗𝑥𝑖,𝑗 + ∑ ∑ 𝑢𝑠

𝑖

𝑧𝑘,𝑖 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝜆𝑙𝑘𝑤𝑖𝑜𝑤,𝑖 , 𝑖 ≠ 𝑤

𝑖𝑤𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑗

 (3.1) 

s.t  

Number of available collection stations constraint: 

 𝑦𝑗 ≥ 𝑟𝑗 (3.2) 

This constraint restricts the number of blood collection stations  𝑦𝑗 , 

constraint left hand side to be greater or equal to the existing collection station on 

the constraint right hand side 𝑟𝑗, which already in use by the Saskatchewan blood 

center. This case assumes the center decision makers want to add more stations 

and keep the existing ones. If the decision maker’s intent is to use only the existing 

station without adding or removing any station, then the greater or equal operator 

can be replaced with equality operator and a less or equal operator will be used if 

the decision makers want to reduce the existing number of collection stations or 

at most. Because there are four different types of collection stations, four collection 

number constraints will be created, one constraint for each type of collection 

station. 

Demand constraint: 

 ∑ 𝑙𝑘,𝑤,𝑖𝑜𝑘,𝑤,𝑖

𝑤

+ 𝑧𝑘,𝑖 = 𝑑𝑘,𝑖 (3.3) 

The above demand constraint will be used to satisfy the demand on the 

different blood products. The right hand side of this constraint  𝑑𝑘,𝑖 represents the 

demand on blood products parameter which will be satisfied from the two terms in 
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the left hand side of the constraint. The first term is the variable 𝑙𝑘,𝑤,𝑖   which 

represents the available produced blood products in Saskatchewan and if the 

demand exceed the produced units then the difference between demand and 

supply will be absorbed by the second term, the variable 𝑧𝑘,𝑖 which represents the 

shortage in supply. This shortage will be shipped from the nearby provinces. The 

produced blood product will be either from the same blood group as the demanded 

product if it is available or from a compatible blood group. The variable 𝑙𝑘,𝑤,𝑖 is 

multiplied with the parameter 𝑜𝑘,𝑤,𝑖, this parameter will take two values, 1 if the 

blood product k from group w substitute the demanded product k from group i or 

0 otherwise. The combination of four blood products and eight blood groups will 

create a 32 different blood products. Because each blood product needs one 

demand constraint, 32 demand constraints will be created. 

Production constraint: 

 ∑ 𝑙𝑘,𝑖,𝑤𝑜𝑘,𝑖,𝑤

𝑤

− ∑ 𝑎𝑗,𝑘𝑥𝑖,𝑘

𝑗

≤ 0 (3.4) 

The production constraint above ensures there are enough number of 

donors 𝑥𝑖,𝑘 with blood group i assigned to collection station of type j to produce 

blood product k units  𝑙𝑘,𝑖,𝑤 with blood group i which will be used in equation (3.3) 

to satisfy original or substituted product demand. The constraint comes with two 

term in the left hand side, the first term is the summation of the required blood 

product k units from group I use to satisfy original group I or compatible group w. 

The variable 𝑙𝑘,𝑖,𝑤  is multiplied by the parameter  𝑜𝑘,𝑖,𝑤 to include only the valid 
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products according to the substitution rule found in Table 1.1Table 1.2 Table 1.3. 

The second term in the left hand side is the number of donors 𝑥𝑖,𝑘 with blood group 

i assigned to collection station of type j multiplied by parameter 𝑎𝑗,𝑘  which 

represents the amount of blood product k that can produced when the donor 

assigned to this collection station. Parameter 𝑎𝑗,𝑘 values are found in Table 3.1. 

the right hand side of this parameter is zero which insure the difference in the left 

hand side between the produced products and the available donations is zero or 

less than zero, i.e. products cannot be more than what donors can provide. The 

combination of i and j set will create 32 copies of production constraint. 

Supply constraint: 

 ∑ 𝑥𝑖,𝑗

𝑗

≤ 𝑠𝑖 (3.5) 

The supply constraint above is used to insure the summation of donors 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 

with the same blood group assigned to the different collection stations in the left 

hand side is less or equal to the number of available donors parameter in the right 

hand side. 

Collection stations capacity constraint: 

 ∑ 𝑡𝑗𝑥𝑖,𝑗

𝑖

≤ 𝑓𝑗𝑦𝑗 (3.6) 

The  blood collection method stations has a specific capacity, they can 

accept a limited number of donations depends on the collection method j stations 

number 𝑦𝑗, the available hours for each collection method j station 𝑓𝑗  and time 
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required to process one donation using this collection method j. The equation (3.6) 

above enforce this constraint where the right hand side represents the total 

available hours on each collection method j stations  should be greater or equal 

to the left hand side which represents the total amount of time required to process 

the assigned donors 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 from all blood groups i  using this collection method j 

stations. 

Non-Negativity constraints: 

𝑦𝑗 , 𝑥𝑖,𝑗,  𝑧𝑘,𝑖, 𝑙𝑘,𝑤,𝑖  ≥ 0 (3.7) 

The non–negativity constraint above is a typical constraint in every 

optimization model where the ranges of the model decision variables values are 

restricted to be at least zero, in other words, negative values are not allowed.  

3.3 Stochastic Linear Programming Model 

In reality, the demand and supply in blood supply chain are unknown in 

advance, they are random variables and will be realized based on their history 

represented by their probability distributions. Blood centers’ administrators need 

to make strategic decisions about purchasing and employing blood collection 

stations before the random variables have been realized. After the realization of 

the random variables, another tactical decision, called recourse action, should be 

made. The later decisions will tell how to assign donors to collections stations 

found in the first stage. The features presented above are the features of a well-
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known problem in the literature called a two-stage stochastic optimization problem 

with recourse where Dantzig (1955) was the first researcher to address this 

problem. 

In order to include the uncertainty nature in blood supply chain, the 

deterministic model presented in the last section, equations (3.1) to (3.7), will be 

rewritten as a two-stage stochastic linear programming model with recourse. The 

first stage includes the certain parameters while the second stage includes the 

uncertain parameters, blood products demand and the number of donors. 

3.3.1 Realization of Uncertain Parameters 

In this problem, supply and demand are uncertain random parameters, 

however, their probability distributions are known. Based on historical data for 

demand on blood products and donors arrivals, a probability distribution will be 

used to represent the uncertainty. Three levels of realization will be used for each 

uncertain parameter, minimum, medium and maximum. The probability for each 

level will be calculated from the CBS historical data. Full description about the 

generation of probability distribution will be presented in chapter five. For example, 

the demand on red blood cells A+ in Saskatchewan found to be: 
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Level Demand in units Demand probability 

Minimum 914 37% 

Medium 1541 46% 

Maximum 2168 17% 

Table 3.2 RBC A+ demand probability distribution 

The combination the random variables realizations will create many 

scenarios ξ= {1,2, ⋯ , 𝑁}, 𝜉 ∈ Ω , where Ω represents the set of all the possible 

scenarios.  With  total number of 32 different blood products (combination of four 

blood products with eight blood groups), 8 different donors types and 3 possible 

realization for each demand or donor blood  group, the total number of possible 

scenarios N can be calculated as follow:  𝑁 = (3)32+8 = 340 = 1.22 × 1019 . 

 The probability of each scenario p (ξ) equal the joined probability for all 

parameters realization in that scenario as follow: 

 𝑝( 𝜉) = ∏ 𝑝𝑒

40

𝑒=1

 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∑ 𝑝( 𝜉) = 1

N

 𝜉=1

 (3.8) 

Where 𝑝𝑒 is the probability of the parameter e realization, e=1, 2… 40 (demand or 

supply) in scenario ξ. 

3.3.2  Stochastic Model First Stage 

The objective function of the first stage will minimize the cost due to 

strategical decisions of purchasing the required blood collection stations and the 

expected operational cost of processing and production blood product for each 
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scenario  𝜉 . According to Santos et al. (2005), the first stage objective function 

can be written as follow: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝑐𝑗𝑦𝑗

𝑗

+ 𝐸[𝑄(𝑦, 𝜉)] , 𝜉 ∈ Ω (3.9) 

s.t equation (3.2)

where: 

𝐸[𝑄(𝑦, ξ)] = 𝑝( ξ1)𝑄(𝑦,  ξ1) + 𝑝( ξ2)𝑄(𝑦,  ξ2) + ⋯ + 𝑝( ξN)𝑄(𝑦,  ξM) (3.10)

The first term in equation (3.9) is similar to the first term in the deterministic 

model objective function which represents the cost of purchasing the required 

collection station. The second term in equation (3.9), 𝐸[𝑄(𝑦, 𝜉)] is the expected 

cost of optimal second stage objective function costs 𝑄(𝑦, 𝜉) for every scenario ξ 

using decision variable y value, each scenario will have its own objective function, 

optimized based on the scenario realized parameters. The second term is 

estimated using equation (3.10). 

The objective function (3.9) is subject to equation (3.2) which is the number 

of collection stations constraint. The decision variable in this constraint left hand 

side represents the strategical decisions of the required number of collection 

stations to purchase and the right hand side is the number of existing collection 

stations which are known for certain and hence, this constraint is a first stage 

constraint. 
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3.3.3 Stochastic Model Second Stage 

In the second stage, the objective function will minimize the cost due to 

uncertain parameters and subject to constraints of both certain and uncertain 

parameters. The second stage decision variable will represent the recourse action 

for the first stage decision variable. In other words, the first stage decision 

variables will decide the number of collection stations to purchase which will be 

fixed regardless the future realization of uncertain parameters and when these 

parameters are realized, the decision variables of the second stage will decide 

how to assign donors on these stations. As each scenario will have its own 

objective function and decision variables copy, a large-scale problem is created. 

The second stage problem need to be solved 1.22 × 1019  times.  The second 

stage model can be written for each realization outcome ξ and y as follow: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑄(𝑦, 𝜁) = ∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑗𝑥𝑖,𝑗 + ∑ ∑ 𝑢

𝑖

ℎ𝑘,𝑖 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝜆𝑙𝑘𝑤𝑖𝑜𝑤,𝑖

𝑖𝑤𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑗

 

s.t equations (3.3) to (3.7) 

(3.11)  

 

3.3.4  Equivalent Deterministic Model 

The stochastic model presented in the previous section is developed into 

two stages to explain the problem nature and demonstrate the sequence of 

decisions, where there are decisions have to be made first before the randomness 

is realized and recourse decisions have to be made later after the randomness is 
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realized. The two stages in the stochastic model can be joined together in one 

model, called the equivalent deterministic model and then solved using any 

commercial linear programming solver. When the number of scenarios are small, 

less than ten, the model can be solved directly with any solver. 

The equivalent deterministic model for the stochastic model, equation (3.9) 

to (3.11), can be written for scenarios: ξ= 1, 2, 3… N as follow: 

Objective function 

∑ 𝑐𝑗𝑦𝑗

𝑗

+ 

𝑝( ξ1) (∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑗 𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝜉1

+ ∑ ∑ 𝑢

𝑖

ℎ𝑘,𝑖
𝜉1

+ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝜆𝑙𝑘𝑤𝑖
𝜉1

𝑜𝑤,𝑖

𝑖𝑤𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑗

)

+ 𝑝( ξ2) (∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑗  𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝜉2

𝑖𝑗

+ ∑ ∑ 𝑢

𝑖

ℎ𝑘,𝑖
𝜉2

+ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝜆𝑙𝑘𝑤𝑖
𝜉2

𝑜𝑤,𝑖

𝑖𝑤𝑘𝑘

) + ⋯

+ 𝑝( ξN) (∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑗  𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝜉𝑁

𝑖𝑗

+ ∑ ∑ 𝑢

𝑖

ℎ𝑘,𝑖
𝜉𝑁

+ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝜆𝑙𝑘𝑤𝑖
𝜉𝑁

𝑜𝑤,𝑖

𝑖𝑤𝑘𝑘

) , 𝜉 ∈ Ω 

(3.11) 
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The equivalent model objective function above has one copy for the 

number of collection method variable 𝑦𝑗 as this is first stage variable and one copy 

of variables 𝑥𝑖,𝑗, ℎ𝑘,𝑖, 𝑙𝑘𝑤𝑖 for each scenario ξ as they are second stage variables. 

s.t 

Number of available collection stations constraint: 

This constrain will be the same as the deterministic constraint, equation (3.2) as it 

contains first stage decision variable and certain parameter. 

Demand constraint: 

∑ 𝑙𝑘,𝑤,𝑖
𝜉1

𝑜𝑘,𝑤,𝑖

𝑤

+ 𝑧𝑘,𝑖
𝜉1

= 𝑑𝑘,𝑖
𝜉1

 

∑ 𝑙𝑘,𝑤,𝑖
𝜉2

𝑜𝑘,𝑤,𝑖

𝑤

+ 𝑧𝑘,𝑖
𝜉2

= 𝑑𝑘,𝑖
𝜉2

 

   ⋮                  ⋮                         ⋮      

∑ 𝑙𝑘,𝑤,𝑖
𝜉𝑁

𝑜𝑘,𝑤,𝑖

𝑤

+ 𝑧𝑘,𝑖
𝜉𝑁

= 𝑑𝑘,𝑖
𝜉𝑁

 

(3.12) 

The equivalent demand constraint above is a group of N copies of the 

second stage demand constraint equation (3.3), one copy per each scenario. 

The equivalent constraints for supply, production and capacity can be 

written with same methodology used to write the equivalent demand constraint 

above.  
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The solution strategy for both deterministic and stochastic (equivalent 

deterministic) models will be explained in the next chapter.  
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4 CHAPTER FOUR: Solution Strategy 

In the last chapter, both models, deterministic and stochastic were 

developed. The next step in solving a linear programming problem is writing the 

solver code to find the values for the objective function and the decision variables. 

GAMS software will interface the solvers used to solve the models where 

the codes are written in GAMS language. 

4.1 Deterministic Model Solution 

When the expected value is substituted for uncertain parameters, the 

stochastic problem becomes deterministic. Solving the deterministic model 

equations (3.1) to (3.7) is a straight forward task using the linear programming 

solver, CPLEX (C.P.L.E.X, 1994) or MINOS (Murtagh & Saunders, 1983). This 

solution will serve as a reference for the stochastic model solution. The determistic 

code shown in appendix A is written in GAMS language (Brooke et al., 1998)  

using CPLEX solver. The deterministic model solution results will be presented in  

chapter six. 

4.2 Stochastic Model Solution 

The equivalent deterministic model created in last chapter is too large to be 

solved directly using a deterministic solver like CPLEX or MINOS, it will be solved 
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using a stochastic linear programming solver, DECIS (Infanger, 1999). The full 

theory behind this solver was published by Infanger (1999). 

 DECIS uses two methods to tackle the large size model and reduces the 

the computational effort. These methods are Bender Decomposition (Benders, 

1962) and Monte Carlo Sampling. The next few sections will explain how DECIS 

utilize these two methods and what settings values should be assigned in the 

solver setting files. 

4.2.1  Bender Decomposition 

Bender decomposition (Benders, 1962) algorithm and its stochastic 

version, known as L-shaped method (Van Slyke & Wets, 1969) will be used to 

reduce the computational efforts when solving the large scale stochastic model. 

Bender method split the stochastic model into two problems: master problem and 

series of sub problems. 

 The Bender algorithm starts iterations by solving the relaxed master 

problem equations (4.1) to (4.2)  and find the values the objective function and the 

decision variable 𝑦𝑗   which will be used later to solve the sub-problems, equations 

(4.3), (3.3) to (3.7) . The decision variable 𝑦𝑗   will appear as a constant in these 

equations. Based on the solution of the sub-problems, new constraints, called 

feasibility cuts, will be added to master problem which will be solved again. The 
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iteration will continue until the difference between two consecutive master problem 

objective function values is less than a small predetermined value, say 0.0001. 

The master problem includes the first stage decision variables and 

constrains as follow (Infanger, 1999): 

 𝑍𝑀
𝐾 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝑐𝑗𝑦𝑗

𝑗

+  𝜃 (4.1) 

s.t 

equation (3.2) 

 
−𝐺𝑘𝑥 + 𝜃 ≥ 𝑔𝑘  

𝑥, 𝜃 ≥ 0 

(4.2) 

Where: 

 k=1,2,…K: iteration number 

𝑍𝑀
𝐾 : is the value of the master problem objective function after the last iteration 

 𝜃 : is a variable represents second stage expected cost 

𝐺𝑘, 𝑔𝑘: are parameters estimated after solving the sub problems in iteration k 

The sub problem is a series of problems, one for each scenario ξ, as follow: 

𝑧𝑠
𝜉

(�̂�𝑘) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑗𝑥𝑖,𝑗 + ∑ ∑ 𝑢

𝑖

ℎ𝑘,𝑖 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝜆𝑙𝑘𝑤𝑖𝑜𝑤,𝑖

𝑖𝑤𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑗

 (4.3) 

s.t  equations (3.3) to (3.7) for each senario ξ=1,2,⋯,N 
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where 𝑧𝑠
𝜉(�̂�𝑘) is the value of the sub-problem objective function for scenario ξ 

using the value of �̂� found when the master problem was solved in iteration k. 

The expected sub-problems cost is:  

 
𝑍𝑠(�̂�𝑘) =  𝑝( ξ1) 𝑧𝑠

𝜉1(�̂�𝑘) + 𝑝( ξ2)𝑧𝑠
𝜉2(�̂�𝑘) + ⋯ + 𝑝( ξN)𝑧𝑠

𝜉𝑁(�̂�𝑘) (4.4) 

The value of G for the next iteration: 

 𝐺𝑘+1 = ∑ 𝑝(𝜉)𝜋𝜉(�̂�𝑘)𝐵𝜉

𝜉∈Ω
 (4.5) 

where: 

𝜋𝜉: is the optimal dual solution for sub-problem (4.3) for scenario ξ 

𝐵𝜉: is the master problem decision variable 𝑦𝑗 sub-problem coefficients vector for 

scenario ξ 

The value of g for the next iteration: 

 𝑔𝑘+1 = 𝑧𝑠
𝜉(�̂�𝑘) − 𝐺𝑘+1 �̂�𝑘 (4.6) 

The master problem objecive function bounds: 

 𝑍𝐿𝐵
𝑘 = 𝑍𝑀

𝑘 = c�̂�𝑘 + 𝜃𝑘 (4.7) 

where 𝑍𝐿𝐵
𝑘 : the master problem objective function lower bound found in iteration k 

 𝑍𝑈𝐵
𝑘 = min (𝑍𝑈𝐵

𝑘−1, c�̂�𝑘 + 𝑍𝑠), 𝑍𝑈𝐵
0 = ∞ (4.8) 

where 𝑍𝑈𝐵
𝑘 : the master problem objective function upper bound found in iteration 

k. 
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The following steps summarize Bender decomposition algorithm used by 

DECIS and for more details refer to the document published by Infanger (1994):  

Step 1: Initialization: 

𝑍𝑈𝐵
0 =∞, 𝑍𝐿𝐵

0 =−∞, 𝜀 = .0000001,k=1

Solve the relaxed master 

min cx , s. t: equation (3.2) , compute �̂�0 

Step 2: Solve master problem, equation (4.1) and obtain �̂�𝑘, 𝜃𝑘

Step 3: Solve sub-problems, equation (4.3) and obtain : 

𝐺𝑘+1, 𝑔𝑘+1, 𝑍𝑠, 𝑍𝐿𝐵
𝑘 , 𝑍𝑈𝐵

𝑘

Step 4: Add new constraint: −𝐺𝑘𝑥 + 𝜃𝑘 ≥ 𝑔𝑘 to master problem 

Step 5: 
Check if  

|𝑍𝑈𝐵
𝑘 −𝑍𝐿𝐵

𝑘 |

|𝑍𝐿𝐵
𝑘 |

≤ 𝜀  true, then stop iterations at k=K and the 

upper bound is the solution otherwise continue to next step 

Step 6: k=k+1,go to step 2 

4.2.2 DECIS Settings for Bender Decomposition 

DECIS allows the user to select and change the decomposition algorithm 

settings, these settings are found in DECIS option file (Infanger , 1999) as follow: 

TOLBEN (𝝐): Specifies the tolerance for stopping the decomposition algorithm, 

default value is 10−7 
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MAXIT: Specifies the maximum number of Benders iterations DECIS 

uses for solving the problem. After MAXIT is reached, DECIS 

stops the decomposition algorithm and reports the best solution 

found so far. The default value is MAXIT = 1000. 

4.2.3 Monte Carlo Sampling 

As calculated in chapter three, the total number of possible scenarios in 

this project:   𝑁 = 1.21 × 1019  scenarios. The number of sub-problems generated 

in Bender decomposition will be the same as the number of scenarios, i.e. 1.21 ×

1019 sub-problems. Solving all these scenarios is not possible, a random sample 

of these scenario will be drawn and used for the calculations. The sampling 

method is known as Monte Carlo sampling. 

According to Infanger, (1992)  ,the Monte Carlo sampling method can be 

used to reduce the number of scenarios to solvable number. In this method,  a 

sample 𝑆𝑘 with size M of scenarios is drawn randomlly from all the possible N 

scenarios in every decomposition iteration k to evaluate the Bender 

decompositions terms in equations (4.4) to (4.8). 

When a sample of scenarios is used, the expected sub-problems cost 

calculated in equation (4.4) can be represented by the following estimator: 

 
�̃�𝑠(�̂�𝑘) =

1

𝑀
∑ 𝑧𝜉(�̂�𝑘)

𝜉𝜖𝑠

 
(4.9) 
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And this estimator has a variance: 

 �̂�2(�̂�𝑘) =
1

𝑀 − 1
∑(𝑧𝜉(�̂�𝑘) − �̃�𝑠(�̂�𝑘))

2

𝜉𝜖𝑆

 (4.10) 

The estimator �̃�𝑠(�̂�𝑘) found by sampling is an approximation for its true 

value when considering all the outcomes. When sample of scenarios is drawn 

independently and randomly, �̃�𝑠(�̂�𝑘) estimated in the decomposition iterations is 

randomly distributed with �̃�𝑠(�̂�𝑘)   mean and �̂�2(�̂�𝑘) variance. 

DECIS computes the upper limit and lower limit of the 95% confidence 

interval for the estimated value as follow: 

 �̃�𝑠(�̂�𝑘)  ± 1.96�̂�(�̂�𝑘)  (4.11) 

The default number of samples is M =100, if the width of the computed 

confidence interval is not satisfactory then the sample number can be increased. 

The sample size used in this project is M=1500 scenarios. More extensive related 

material about DECIS methods and algorithms can be found in (Infanger, 1999). 

In the next chapter, the solution results for both determinstic and stochastic model 

will be presented.  
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5 CHAPTER FIVE: Model Input Data 

In this chapter, the input data used to feed both deterministic and stochastic 

models will be presented. Input data includes supply and demand data, the 

operational costs and donations processing time. Some of the input data was 

obtained and processed using data provided by CBS and other data was 

assumed. The following sections will explain how supply and demand data was 

created from real CBS data and provide basis for the assumptions for unavailable 

data. 

5.1 Operations Planning Horizon 

The operations of collection and production of blood units at the 

Saskatchewan blood center found to follow a weekly cycle, blood donation clinic 

works Wednesday through Sunday. Because of this weekly pattern, a weekly 

planning horizon will be used in this work. The supply and demand parameters 

will be aggregated into weekly intervals and collection stations capital costs will 

be calculated per one week. The model output, assignment plan and optimal cost, 

will be weekly as the model input data was based on weekly intervals. 
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5.2 Supply and Demand Data 

Records for the transfused blood product units in Saskatchewan medical 

centers were provided by CBS for the period of the 25th of March, 2016 and up to 

the 6th of April, 2017. The CBS data showed a complete history for every single 

produced blood product unit, from the time and date of donation and up to the time 

and date when and where it was transfused to patient at a medical center. The 

CBS individual records for blood product and donors were then aggregated based 

on week of the year when the process took place. As a result, fifty two weeks 

aggregated data records for thirty two blood product demand and the eight blood 

groups donors were created. The following steps will explain how the probability 

distributions were estimated for demand and supply random variables:  

1. We find the range (maximum value minus the lowest value) for the 

weekly demand/supply. Example: the range for the demand of RBC 

A+ for the year was 2481-601=1880 units. 

2. We divide the range to three equal intervals. Example: we divide the 

range for the RBC A+ to the three intervals (601-1228), (1229-1854), 

(1855-2481). 

3. Then, we calculate the expected value for each interval by taking the 

average of the highest and the lowest value. Example: the expected 

value for the first interval (601-1228) is 914. 
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4. Finally, we find the probability of each value by calculating its 

frequency in the data collected. Example: the number of weeks that 

are within the first interval (601-1228) is 19 weeks out of the 52 

weeks. Which makes the probability of the value 914 is 19/52= 37%. 

 Table 5.1 shows probability distribution for some of blood products and 

donated blood groups where all the other products probability distributions are 

presented in appendix A. 

RBC A+ 

Demand Probability 

914 37% 

1541 46% 

2168 17% 

Expected 1420 
 

Plasma A+ 

Demand Probability 

146 73% 

433 19% 

720 8% 

Expected 245 
 

Cryo A+ 

Demand Probability 

148 92% 

444 6% 

739 2% 

Expected 176 
 

AB- 

Demand Probability 

4 48% 

13 37% 

22 15% 

Expected 10 

  
 

B+ 

Demand Probability 

118 65% 

297 31% 

476 4% 

Expected 187 
 

O+ 

Demand Probability 

1207 37% 

2175 50% 

3143 13% 

Expected 1976 
 

Table 5.1 Demand and supply probability distributions  

Three points distribution was chosen as they represent the important data 

points, the maximum, the minimum and the medium where the supply chain 

decision maker wants to investigate the behavior and the response of the chain 

within these limits. With these three points for the forty product and blood group, 

2 × 1019  scenarios will be created and only 1500 random samples of these 
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scenarios will be used in the stochastic model. Adding more distribution points will 

not improve the results quality but will enlarge the model size and make it 

insolvable. Other researchers in the same field followed the same approach 

(Osorio et al., 2017). 

5.3 Donation Processing Time 

Processing time 𝑡𝑗 for collecting donations and producing different blood 

products at the Saskatchewan center was calculated using CBS data, the results 

are shown in Table 5.2. 

Collection method Time (hours) 

Buffy Coat, B1 0.15 

Whole Blood, B2 0.15 

Plasma Apheresis 0.5 

Platelet Apheresis 0.5 

Table 5.2 Donations processing time (𝑡𝑗) 

There are 32 hours of production time available for each collection station 

every week. The model parameter 𝑓𝑗 for all collection stations j will take the value 

of 32 hours. 
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5.4 Operations Cost Data 

Blood collection and production operations cost includes three types of 

costs, as there were defined in chapter three, the capital cost of purchasing 

collection station 𝑐𝑗, the cost of processing one donation and producing one unit 

of blood products 𝑞𝑗 and finally the cost of one unit shortage or unserved demand 

𝑢𝑠. The cost data for the Saskatchewan blood center was not provided by CBS, 

the cost data values were assumed in a way that would not affect the optimization 

results. 

For example, the Buffy Coat, B1 station capital cost is assumed to be 

$208,000 and with a life span of ten years, the resulted weekly capital cost: 

 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 =
208000

10 × 52
= $400/𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 (4.12) 

Similarly, the weekly capital cost for the other stations types are calculated 

as shown in Table 5.3. The capital and processing cost for the apheresis stations 

was less than the cost for B1 and B2 stations as these two stations are simpler 

and they produce one product only. 

Blood units processing cost for each collection station is assumed as 

shown in Table 5.3. This cost represents the labor and other direct costs (bags, 

supplies...) when collecting or producing blood units. The processing cost for 

apheresis station is less than the one for the other stations as apheresis stations 
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produce less products and therefore they need less monitoring and supervision 

efforts. 

The last assumed cost shown in Table 5.3 is the cost of unserved demand, 

this cost represents the cost of shipping the stock out units from the nearby 

provinces and it works as a penalty that push the optimization model to produce 

blood products whenever supplies donations are available. 

The objective of this work is to find the optimal assignment for donors rather 

than find the total optimal operational cost. The assumed cost data will drive the 

optimization model to produce blood products while supplies are available and 

substitute shortages whenever compatible products are available and at the end 

output any demand shortages to decision makers to give them the opportunity to 

plan for these shortages. 

In order to achieve the previous objective, the total cost of production 

should be less than the cost of unserved demand to push the model to produce 

blood products and not to output shortage. For example, the cost of producing one 

RBC unit at Buffy Coat, B1 station can be computed as follow: 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡: 

             = 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 

            =
 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠
+ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 

(5.2) 
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 =
𝑐1

𝑓1

𝑡1

+ 𝑞1 =
400

32
0.15

+ 5 = 1.875 + 5 = $6.875

All blood collection stations production costs are shown in Table 5.3 

Collection Station 

Weekly capital 
cost 𝑐𝑗 

Processing 
cost/unit 𝑞𝑗 

Total 
production 
cost/unit 

Unserved 
demand 

cost/unit 𝑢𝑠 

Buffy Coat, B1 400 5 $6.875 $10 

Whole Blood, B2 400 5 $6.875 $10 

Plasma Apheresis 250 1 $4.90 $10 

Platelet Apheresis 250 1 $4.90 $10 

Table 5.3 Collection stations cost data 

5.5 Scaling Factor 

In equation (3.1), a scaling factor λ was multiplied by the number of produce 

blood products 𝒍𝒌,𝒘,𝒊 units when w ≠ i, i.e., when the blood product is produced to 

substitute a compatible blood product not original one. In this case, little scaling 

factor λ is making the substituted products slightly more expensive than the 

original product and then push the optimization model to produce first the original 

products and later substitute the compatible products if supplies are available. Any 

small value (doesn’t affect the total cost) for λ can be used such that:  0 <λ<1, a 

value of 0.1 was used for λ to solve the problem models. 
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In the next chapter the models’ deterministic and stochastic solution results 

will be presented. 
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6 CHAPTER FIVE: Model Input Data and Solution Results 

In this chapter, the model solution results for both, deterministic and 

stochastic models will be presented. The model solution results include the value 

of the model decision variable and the values of the objective function. 

6.1 Deterministic Model Solution Results 

As mentioned earlier, the deterministic model is fed with the expected 

values (the mean) for demand and supplies parameters. The deterministic code 

is written with GAMS language and solved using the CPLEX solver, the full 

deterministic code is shown in appendix A. The model solution results are 

summarized as follow: 

6.1.1 Deterministic Model Total Cost 

The optimal cost for the deterministic model found to be $30,472 as shown 

in GAMS output below: 

Minimum Total Weekly Production Cost= $30472 

 

6.1.2 Deterministic Model Blood Collection Stations 

The optimal numbers of collection stations needed to collect and produce 

different blood products in the Saskatchewan center are presented in Table 6.1.  
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Blood Collection Stations Needed: 

Station Type Quantity 

B1 5 

B2 14 

APH_Platelet 2 

APH_Plasma 2 

Table 6.1 Deterministic optimal collection stations numbers 

6.1.3 Deterministic Model Donors Weekly Assignment Plan 

The optimal weekly assignment plan for Saskatchewan donors to collection 

stations is shown in Table 6.2.  

Donors Weekly Assignment Plan 

Donor Blood Group  Collection Station Type  Number 

A+ B1 775 

A+ B2 663 

A- B1 110 

B+ B1 12 

B+ B2 175 

B- B2 25 

AB+ APH_Plasma 42 

AB- B1 10 

O+ B1 40 

O+ B2 1936 

O- B1 4 

O- B2 188 

Table 6.2 Deterministic Saskatchewan donors assignment plan 

6.1.4 Deterministic Model Weekly Blood Production Plan 

Table 6.3 shows the optimal production plan for Saskatchewan center, it 

shows production plan for both, original and substituted products. 
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Production Plan 

 

Product    Donor       Patient     Units 

RBC        A+          A+          1420 

RBC        A+          AB+         18 

RBC        A-          A-          110 

RBC        B+          B+          177 

RBC        B+          AB+         10 

RBC        B-          B-          25 

RBC        AB-         AB-         10 

RBC        O+          O+          1976 

RBC        O-          O-          192 

PLASMA     A+          A+          245 

PLASMA     A+          A-          135 

PLASMA     A+          O-          131 

PLASMA     A-          A-          110 

PLASMA     B+          B+          61 

PLASMA     B+          B-          36 

PLASMA     B-          B-          25 

PLASMA     AB+         AB+         48 

PLASMA     AB+         AB-         36 

PLASMA     AB-         AB-         10 

PLASMA     O+          O+          323 

PLASMA     O-          O-          192 

PLATELETS  A+          A+          26 

PLATELETS  A+          A-          83 

PLATELETS  A-          A-          28 

PLATELETS  B+          B+          3 

PLATELETS  AB-         AB+         2 

PLATELETS  AB-         AB-         1 

PLATELETS  O+          O+          10 

PLATELETS  O-          O-          1 

CRYO       A+          A+          176 

CRYO       A+          AB+         10 

CRYO       A-          A-          110 

CRYO       B+          B+          89 

CRYO       B-          B-          25 

CRYO       AB-         AB-         10 

CRYO       O+          O+          254 

CRYO       O-          O-          192 

Table 6.3 Deterministic Saskatchewan center production plan 
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 The first row in this table shows 1420 RBC units of blood group A+ will be 

used to satisfy the demand for RBC from the same group A+, while in the second 

row, 18 RBC A+ will be used to satisfy demand for RBC from AB+ group. 

6.1.5 Deterministic Model Shortages in Blood Products 

The demand for blood product will not be satisfied in every occasion. 

Sometimes the demand will exceed the supply which creates shortages. 

Shortages in blood products will be shipped from other nearby provinces at extra 

cost. Table 6.4 below, provide the Saskatchewan center managers with the 

weekly expected shortage in blood product and give them the opportunity to 

prepare for these shortages. 

Weekly Shortages 

 

Product    Blood Group     Units 

RBC        AB+             10 

RBC        O-              8 

PLASMA     AB-             2 

PLATELETS  AB+             2 

CRYO       A-              66 

CRYO       B-              64 

CRYO       O-              62 

Table 6.4 Deterministic Saskatchewan blood products shortages 

6.2 Stochastic Model Solution Results 

The stochastic model solution results will be presented in the following 

sections. As mentioned earlier, DECIS, a stochastic solver developed by Infanger 

(1999), will be used to solve the stochastic model.  
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6.2.1 Stochastic Model Total Cost 

The stochastic model weekly minimum cost for blood collection and 

production process in Saskatchewan was found to be $ 33,716 as shown below 

in GAMS output.  

Minimum Total Weekly Production Cost= $33716

The optimal cost calculated using the stochastic model is 11% higher than 

the cost in the deterministic model as the stochastic model is looking into more 

scenarios, trying to take recourse actions to satisfy the demand by producing or 

shipping from neighbouring provinces. On the other side the deterministic model 

is dealing with one scenario only with mean values representing its parameters. 

6.2.2 Stochastic Model Blood Collection Stations 

Table 6.5 shows the number of needed collection stations when 

uncertainties in supply and demand are considered. 

Blood Collection Stations Needed: 

Station Type Quantity 

B1 5 

B2 12 

APH_Platelet 2 

APH_Plasma 2

Table 6.5 Stochastic collection station needed 
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6.2.3 Stochastic Donors Weekly Assignment Plan 

Table 6.6 below shows the optimal assignment plan for donors with 

different blood groups to the different collection stations types when considering 

the stochastic nature for the blood supply chain in Saskatchewan. 

Donors Weekly Assignment Plan 

 

Donor Blood Group  Collection Station Type  Number 

A+                 B1                      325 

A+                 B2                      773 

A+                 APH_Platelet            1 

A+                 APH_Plasma              2 

A-                 B1                      48 

A-                 B2                      57 

A-                 APH_Platelet            1 

A-                 APH_Plasma              1 

B+                 B1                      74 

B+                 B2                      54 

B+                 APH_Platelet            1 

B+                 APH_Plasma              6 

B-                 B1                      12 

B-                 B2                      11 

B-                 APH_Platelet            1 

B-                 APH_Plasma              1 

AB+                B1                      8 

AB+                B2                      5 

AB+                APH_Platelet            1 

AB+                APH_Plasma              25 

AB-                B1                      3 

AB-                B2                      4 

AB-                APH_Platelet            1 

AB-                APH_Plasma              2 

O+                 B1                      223 

O+                 B2                      1393 

O+                 APH_Plasma              1 

O-                 B1                      113 

O-                 B2                      77 

 

Table 6.6 Stochastic donors’ assignment plan 
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6.2.4 Stochastic Model Blood Weekly Production Plan 

Table 6.8 shows the stochastic optimal production plan for the 

Saskatchewan center. 

Weekly Production Plan 

 

Product    Donor       Patient     Units 

RBC        A+          A+          1092 

RBC        A+          AB+         5 

RBC        A-          A+          19 

RBC        A-          A-          81 

RBC        A-          AB+         4 

RBC        A-          AB-         2 

RBC        B+          B+          126 

RBC        B+          AB+         2 

RBC        B-          B+          4 

RBC        B-          B-          17 

RBC        B-          AB+         2 

RBC        AB+         AB+         13 

RBC        AB-         AB+         2 

RBC        AB-         AB-         5 

RBC        O+          A+          44 

RBC        O+          B+          8 

RBC        O+          O+          1563 

RBC        O-          A+          12 

RBC        O-          A-          5 

RBC        O-          B+          6 

RBC        O-          B-          2 

RBC        O-          AB+         2 

RBC        O-          O+          12 

RBC        O-          O-          150 

PLASMA     A+          A+          245 

PLASMA     A+          A-          141 

PLASMA     A+          O+          2 

PLASMA     A+          O-          74 

PLASMA     A-          A-          104 

PLASMA     A-          O-          2 

Table 6.7 Stochastic blood production plan 
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PLASMA B+ B+ 45 

PLASMA B+ B- 23 

PLASMA B+ O- 18 

PLASMA B- B- 22 

PLASMA B- O- 2 

PLASMA AB+ AB+ 42 

PLASMA AB+ AB- 19 

PLASMA AB- AB- 11 

PLASMA O+ O+ 329 

PLASMA O- O- 190 

PLATELETS  A+ A+ 26 

PLATELETS  A- A- 2 

PLATELETS  B+ B+ 3 

PLATELETS  B- B- 1 

PLATELETS  AB+   AB+ 2 

PLATELETS  AB- AB- 1 

PLATELETS  O+ O+ 10 

PLATELETS  O- O- 1 

CRYO A+ A+ 176 

CRYO A+ B+ 13 

CRYO A+ AB+ 4 

CRYO  A- A- 102 

CRYO A- B- 2 

CRYO A- O- 1 

CRYO B+ B+ 75 

CRYO B+ AB+ 1 

CRYO B- B- 23 

CRYO AB+ AB+ 5 

CRYO AB- A- 1 

CRYO AB- AB- 5 

CRYO O+ B+ 3 

CRYO O+ O+ 255 

CRYO O- A- 16 

CRYO O- B- 13 

CRYO O- AB-   2 

CRYO O- O- 157 

Table 6.8 Stochastic blood production plan, continued 

6.2.5 Stochastic Model Expected Shortages 

Table 6.9 shows the shortages expected to face the Saskatchewan blood 

center when considering the stochasticity of demand and supply. The stochastic 
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model shortages shown in this table are more than the deterministic shortages 

shown in Table 6.4.  In the deterministic model the shortages in some weeks will 

be satisfied from other weeks excess supplies while in the stochastic model every 

scenario shortage will be multiplied by the scenario probability and then added up 

to yield the expected shortage. The stochastic model assumptions are more 

suitable and accurate for blood supply chain and any other supply chains that face 

uncertainty. The demand on blood product should be satisfied once it happened 

not on other period of time.  

Weekly Expected Shortages 

 

Product    Blood Group     Units 

RBC        A+              239 

RBC        A-              23 

RBC        B+              35 

RBC        B-              7 

RBC        AB+             7 

RBC        AB-             2 

RBC        O+              413 

RBC        O-              48 

PLASMA     AB+             7 

PLASMA     AB-             18 

CRYO       A-              60 

CRYO       B-              51 

CRYO       AB-             3 

CRYO       O-              91 

Table 6.9 Stochastic expected shortages 

In the next section, the deterministic model shortages, the stochastic model 

shortages and the number of blood products units shipped to Saskatchewan 

center during the study period time which represent the actual shortages will all 

compared together.  
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6.3 Shortages Comparison 

Table 6.10 shows a comparison between the numbers of shortages in 

blood products units resulted from solving the deterministic model, the numbers 

for shortages in blood products units resulted from solving the stochastic model 

and the actual shortages numbers extracted from CBS data for the Saskatchewan 

center for the same study period. The number of blood product units shipped from 

outside the province of Saskatchewan to any of Saskatchewan medical centers 

was considered as the actual shortages in this comparison. 

In Table 6.10, the total number of shortages resulted from solving the 

deterministic model is the least, 216 units while the total number for actual 

shortages is 1116 units. This is because the deterministic model represents one 

scenario, the expected values, with one shortage quantity. This large gap between 

the deterministic model results and the actual numbers represents an evidence 

on how the deterministic analysis is not suitable for supply chain when dealing 

with random demand and supply. 

 The total number of stochastic shortages was close to the actual shortages 

total number, 1004 to 1116 units respectively with 10% less in stochastic 

shortages, which represents an improvement in the supply chain. The stochastic 

model provide a better optimized estimate for the shortages as it deals with more 

scenarios. 
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Product 
Blood 
Group 

Deterministic 
Shortages 

Stochastic 
Shortages 

Actual 
Shortage 

Stochastic  
Model 
Improvement 
% 

RBC A+ 239 636 
A- 23 9 
B+ 35 30 
B- 7 1 

AB+ 10 7 3 
AB- 2 
O+ 413 176 
O- 8 48 36 

Subtotal 18 774 890 13% 

Platelets A+ 4 
A-     

 B+ 18 
B- 2 

AB+ 2 1 
AB-     

 O+ 5 
O- 1 

Subtotal 2 31 100% 

PLASMA A+ 93 
A- 93 
B+ 2 
B- 2 

AB+ 7 6 
AB- 2 18 6 
O+ 33 
O- 33 

Subtotal 2 25 265 91% 

CRYO A+ 
A- 66 60 
B+
B- 64 51 

AB+ 195 
AB- 3 
O+ 
O- 62 91 

Subtotal 192 205 195 -5%

Total 214 1004 1116 10% 

Table 6.10 Optimized and actual shortages 
.
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For some blood products, the actual shortages are less than the stochastic 

shortages, for example, the stochastic RBC O+ shortages are 413 units where 

they are 176 units of actual RBC O+ shortage. This is because the stochastic 

model considers scenarios that might not happened in the study period and might 

happen in other periods.  

6.4 Stochastic Cost Confidence Interval 

The stochastic model computes the objective function cost using sample of 

scenarios out of the total available scenarios, in this project, a sample size of 1500 

scenarios was drawn randomly by DECIS to compute the sub-problem expected 

cost, equation (4.9). As a result for using Monte Carlo sampling method, the 

resulted cost will fall within a 95% confidence interval given by equation (4.11). 

The DECIS solver compute the 95% confidence interval for the cost presented in 

section 6.2.1 when 1500 sample size was chosen as follow: 

Cost Lower Limit Nominal Cost Cost Upper Limit 

33391 33716 34002 

Table 6.11 95% Confidence interval for 1500 sample size 

The confidence interval interpretation is: the nominal cost is $33716, 

however, there is a 95% chance for cost to fall in the range of [$33391- $34002]. 

The width if this interval is $611 which represents 1.8% of the nominal cost. The 

solution results quality will improve when the confidence interval width decreased. 

Infanger (1999) suggests to increase the sample size in order to decrease the 
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confidence interval width. The recommendation is to be always above the 100 

sample size where in this project a 1500 sample size was chosen. 

To show the sample size effects on the confidence interval width, the 

stochastic model was solved different times with different sample sizes varying 

from 50 sample size and up to 1500 sample size. The confidence interval limits, 

widths and percentages for each size was recorded as shown in appendix C. 

 

Figure 6.1 Stochastic cost confidence interval width% vs. sample size 
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The sample size N was plot against the confidenc interval width % as 

shown in Figure 6.1, the figure showes how the confidence interval  width 

percentage was decreased when the sample size was increased. The figure 

showes  also a stability in the confidence interval width after sample size reached 

500 which indicates the chosen sample size of 1500 scenario was quite enough 

for this study. 

In the next chapter, the conclusion drawn from conducting this study will be 

presented with suggested ideas for future work on blood supply chain. 
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7 CHAPTER SIX: Conclusion and Future Work 

7.1 Lessons Learned 

The first lesson learned after conducting this study is planning for 

uncertainty in supply chain will bring important details ignored and filtered out 

when approximating the uncertain parameters by their expected values.  

In stochastic study, many scenarios will be considered and the combination 

of different uncertain parameters will create a large scale model. Because each 

scenario needs a recourse action, the stochastic analysis cost was11% more than 

the deterministic analysis cos as seen in this study. 

The stochastic analysis of blood supply chain in Saskatchewan discovered 

a weekly expected shortage of 1004 units in supplies and unsatisfied demand from 

Saskatchewan donors. The deterministic analysis evaluation for this quantity was 

212 units. This big gap between the two analyses is because the stochastic 

analysis is adding up the shortages for each scenario while the deterministic 

analysis is considering only one scenario. The big gap also indicates that in some 

periods of time, Saskatchewan blood supply chain will experience an excessive 

amount of supplies, and donors. 

The ideal method to overcome the supply shortages is to extend the supply 

chain and integrate with the neighbour provinces. The Saskatchewan supply 
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shortages will be satisfied from other provinces excess supplies and when 

Saskatchewan center satisfy other provinces shortages when excess supplies are 

available in Saskatchewan. 

Based on both, deterministic and stochastic analysis results, the apheresis 

collection methods didn’t contribute to optimal solution. The collection stations 

constrains require to have a minimum of two apheresis stations of each types to 

exist in the solution which are the current apheresis stations quantity. The optimal 

solution didn’t add more, apheresis station requires extra time to produce the 

same amount of blood products that B1 and B2 stations require and apheresis 

stations can produce only one type of blood products, plasma or platelets.  

7.2 Future Work 

Blood supply chain consists of more than the collection and production 

echelons which were studied and optimized in this work. It will be more beneficial 

to decision maker to include more echelons like the inventory and shipping. 

The current study found the cooperation between adjacent blood centers 

will help in satisfying the demand on blood products and reduce the shortages in 

supplies. In future, it will be good to study the effects of enlarging the supply chain 

on shortages and cost. For example, in future, it will be a good idea to study the 

supply chain for the prairies provinces, Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan as 
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one unit and compare the cost and shortages for this new chain with 

corresponding values found in this study. 

Demand parameters usually considered random in many other products 

supply chains. In this study the supply parameters were also considered random 

as the donation process is a voluntary process. The two-stage stochastic model 

features with the DECIS solver allow the decision maker to consider any of the 

model parameters to be a random variable if the probability distributions are 

available for random parameters. For example, in future work the cost or 

processing time parameters can be considered random and then their 

randomness effects can be investigated when solving the new stochastic model. 

Finally, as the system understudy is stochastic, it will be a good addition to 

conduct a simulation study to see the effects of optimal solution on waiting times 

and donor’s queues in this chain.  
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Appendix A 

GAMS Deterministic Model Code 

*        Islam Saleh, Summer 2018 
*        Optimization of Blood Supply Chain 
*        Deterministic BSC  model 
 
Option Limrow=30; 
set i Blood_Type /A+,  A-,  B+,  B-,  AB+,  AB-,  O+,  O-/ ; 
Alias (i,w); 
 
set j Collection_Station /B1, B2, APH_Platelet, APH_Plasma /; 
Set k Blood_Products / RBC, PLASMA, PLATELETS, CRYO /; 
 
parameter c(j) Weekly_Investment_Cost$ 
/B1 400, B2 400, APH_Platelet 250, APH_Plasma 250/; 
 
parameter q(j) Processing_Cost$ 
/ B1 5, B2 5, APH_Platelet 1, APH_Plasma 1/; 
 
parameter us   Cost of_Unserved_Demand& /10 /; 
 
parameter t(j) Processing_Time_Hours 
/B1 0.15, B2 0.15, APH_Platelet 0.50, APH_Plasma 0.50/; 
 
parameter f(j) Weekly_Collection_Station_Capacity_Hours 
/B1 32, B2 32, APH_Platelet 32, APH_Plasma 32/; 
 
parameter e(j) Minimum Collection Station Numbers 
/B1  5,  B2    5, APH_Platelet 2, APH_Plasma 2/; 
 
*************************************************************************Supply 
parameter s(i) Available_Donors 
/ A+ 1438,A- 110,B+ 187,B- 25,  AB+ 42,  AB- 10,  O+ 1976,  O- 192/; 
*************************************************************************Supply 
 
 
table a(j,k) production_quntity 
                 RBC      PLASMA      PLATELETS    CRYO 
B1                1         1            0.25       1 
B2                1         1            0          1 
APH_Platelet      0         0            1          0 
APH_Plasma        0         2            0          0; 
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table o(k,w,i) Blood_Compatibility 
                    A+  A-  B+  B-  AB+  AB-  O+  O- 
RBC.A+              1   0   0   0   1    0    0   0 
RBC.A-              1   1   0   0   1    1    0   0 
RBC.B+              0   0   1   0   1    0    0   0 
RBC.B-              0   0   1   1   1    1    0   0 
RBC.AB+             0   0   0   0   1    0    0   0 
RBC.AB-             0   0   0   0   1    1    0   0 
RBC.O+              1   0   1   0   1    0    1   0 
RBC.O-              1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
 
PLASMA.A+           1   1   0   0   0    0    1   1 
PLASMA.A-           1   1   0   0   0    0    1   1 
PLASMA.B+           0   0   1   1   0    0    1   1 
PLASMA.B-           0   0   1   1   0    0    1   1 
PLASMA.AB+          1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
PLASMA.AB-          1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
PLASMA.O+           0   0   0   0   0    0    1   1 
PLASMA.O-           0   0   0   0   0    0    1   1 
 
PLATELETS.A+        1   1   0   0   0    0    1   1 
PLATELETS.A-        1   1   0   0   0    0    1   1 
PLATELETS.B+        0   0   1   1   0    0    1   1 
PLATELETS.B-        0   0   1   1   0    0    1   1 
PLATELETS.AB+       1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
PLATELETS.AB-       1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
PLATELETS.O+        0   0   0   0   0    0    1   1 
PLATELETS.O-        0   0   0   0   0    0    1   1 
 
CRYO.A+             1   0   1   0   1    0    1   0 
CRYO.A-             1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
CRYO.B+             1   0   1   0   1    0    1   0 
CRYO.B-             1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
CRYO.AB+            1   0   1   0   1    0    1   0 
CRYO.AB-            1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
CRYO.O+             1   0   1   0   1    0    1   0 
CRYO.O-             1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1; 
 
table d(k,i) Demand on Blood_Poducts__Units 
          A+     A-    B+    B-   AB+    AB-   O+    O- 
RBC       1420   110   177   25   38     10    1976  200 
PLASMA    245    245    61   61   48     48    323   323 
PLATELETS 26     110   3     0    3      1     10    1 
CRYO      176    176   89    89   10     10    254   254 
; 
 
 
free variable tcost              Total_Cost; 
integer  variable y(j)           Collection_Station_Number; 
positive variable x(i,j)         Donors Assignment; 
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positive variable l(k,w,i)       Produced Blood Products; 
positive variable z(k,i)         Demand Shortage; 
 
 
 
*equations********************************************************************** 
 
equations 
cost                     Total_Cost 
stations                 Minimum Stations Number 
demand(k,i)              Demand 
Production (k,i)         Production 
supply(i)                Available Donors 
capacity(j)              Available_Time; 
 
 
cost               .. tcost  =e=sum(j , c(j)*y(j)) + sum(j ,sum(i, q(j)*x(i,j))) 
                           + us*sum(k ,sum(i, z(k,i))) 
                           +0.01*(sum(k,(sum(i,sum (w$ (ord(w) <> ord(i)), l(k,i,w)*o(k,i,w)))))) ; 
 
 
stations(j)        ..  y(j) =g= e(j); 
demand (k,i)       ..  sum (w ,l(k,w,i)*o(k,w,i))+z(k,i)   =e= d(k,i); 
 
production(k,i)    ..  sum (j , a(j,k)*x(i,j))-sum (w ,l(k,i,w)*o(k,i,w))=g= 0; 
 
Supply(i)          ..  sum (j ,x(i,j))                =l= s(i); 
capacity(j)        ..  sum (i ,t(j)*x(i,j))           =l= y(j)*f(j); 
 
model DET_BSC  /all/; 
 
solve DET_BSC  using miP minimizing tcost; 
 
file DET_Model_Results /DET_Model_Results.dat/; 
DET_Model_Results.nj=2; 
put DET_Model_Results ; 
 
put @9,'Deterministic Model Solution Results'//// ; 
 
************************ C O S T *********************************************** 
put 'Minimum Total Weekly Production Cost','=',@39,'$',tcost.l:5:0/// ; 
 
************************ C O L E C T I O N  S T A T I O N  S ******************* 
put 'Blood Collection Stations Needed:'//; 
put 'Station Type', @18, 'Quantity'/; 
loop((j), put j.tl, @18 y.l(j):2:0 /); 
put//; 
 
******************* D O N O R S  A S S I G N M E N T S ************************* 
put 'Donors Weekly Assignment Plan'//; 
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put 'Donor Blood Group', @20, 'Collection Station Type',@44,'Number'/; 
loop((i,j)$(x.l(i,j)>=1), put i.tl, @20, j.tl, @44 x.l(i,j):8:0 /); 
put//; 

********************* P R O D U C T I O N  P L A N ***************************** 
put 'Weekly Production Plan'//; 
put 'Product', @12, 'Donor',@24,'Patient',@36,'Units'/; 
loop((k,w,i)$(l.l(k,w,i)>=1), put k.tl, @12, w.tl, @24,i.tl, @36 l.l(k,w,i):8:0 /); 
put//; 

*********************S H O R T A G E S ***************************************** 
put 'Weekly Expected Shortages'//; 
put 'Product', @12, 'Blood Group',@28,'Units'/; 
loop((k,i)$(z.l(k,i)>=1), put k.tl, @12, i.tl, @28 z.l(k,i):8:0 /); 

GAMS Stochastic Model Code 

* Islam Saleh, Summer 2018
* Optimization of Blood Supply Chain
* Stochastic BSC  model

Option Limrow=30; 
set i Blood_Type /A+,  A-,  B+,  B-,  AB+,  AB-,  O+,  O-/ ; 
Alias (i,w); 

set j Collection_Station /B1, B2, APH_Platelet, APH_Plasma /; 
Set k Blood_Products / RBC, PLASMA, PLATELETS, CRYO /; 

parameter c(j) Weekly_Investment_Cost$ 
/B1 400, B2 400, APH_Platelet 250, APH_Plasma 250/; 

parameter q(j) Processing_Cost$ 
/ B1 5, B2 5, APH_Platelet 1, APH_Plasma 1/; 

parameter us   Cost of_Unserved_Demand& /10 /; 

parameter t(j) Processing_Time_Hours 
/B1 0.15, B2 0.15, APH_Platelet 0.50, APH_Plasma 0.50/; 

parameter f(j) Weekly_Collection_Station_Capacity_Hours 
/B1 32, B2 32, APH_Platelet 32, APH_Plasma 32/; 

parameter e(j) Minimum Collection Station Numbers 
/B1  5,  B2    5, APH_Platelet 2, APH_Plasma 2/; 

*************************************************************************Supply 
parameter s(i) Available_Donors 
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/ A+ 1438,A- 110,B+ 187,B- 25,  AB+ 42,  AB- 10,  O+ 1976,  O- 192/; 
*************************************************************************Supply 

table a(j,k) production_quntity 
 RBC      PLASMA     PLATELETS    CRYO 

B1        1     1      0.25   1 
B2        1     1      0      1 
APH_Platelet  0   0   1    0 
APH_Plasma    0   2   0   0; 

table o(k,w,i) Blood_Compatibility 
    A+  A-  B+  B-  AB+  AB-  O+  O- 

RBC.A+     1   0   0   0   1    0    0   0 
RBC.A-     1   1   0   0   1    1    0   0 
RBC.B+     0   0   1   0   1    0    0   0 
RBC.B-     0   0   1   1   1    1    0   0 
RBC.AB+       0   0   0   0   1   0    0   0 
RBC.AB-      0   0   0   0   1   1    0   0 
RBC.O+      1   0   1   0   1   0    1   0 
RBC.O-       1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 

PLASMA.A+         1   1   0   0   0    0    1   1 
PLASMA.A-       1   1   0   0   0    0    1   1 
PLASMA.B+     0   0   1   1   0    0    1   1 
PLASMA.B-       0   0   1   1   0    0    1   1 
PLASMA.AB+    1   1   1   1  1  1  1   1 
PLASMA.AB-       1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
PLASMA.O+       0   0   0   0   0    0    1   1 
PLASMA.O-     0   0   0   0   0    0    1   1 

PLATELETS.A+        1   1   0   0  0  0  1   1 
PLATELETS.A-    1   1   0   0  0  0  1   1 
PLATELETS.B+        0   0   1   1  0  0  1   1 
PLATELETS.B-    0   0   1   1  0  0  1   1 
PLATELETS.AB+     1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
PLATELETS.AB-     1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
PLATELETS.O+        0   0   0   0   0    0    1   1 
PLATELETS.O-        0   0   0   0  0  0  1   1 

CRYO.A+  1   0   1   0   1   0    1   0 
CRYO.A-      1   1   1   1   1   1    1   1 
CRYO.B+  1   0   1   0   1   0    1   0 
CRYO.B-      1   1   1   1   1   1    1   1 
CRYO.AB+     1   0   1   0   1    0    1   0 
CRYO.AB-      1   1   1   1   1    1    1   1 
CRYO.O+       1   0   1   0   1    0    1   0 
CRYO.O-     1   1   1   1   1   1    1   1; 
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table d(k,i) Demand on Blood Product Units 
          A+     A-    B+    B-   AB+    AB-   O+    O- 
RBC       1420   110   177   25   38     10    1976  200 
PLASMA    245    245    61   61   48     48    323   323 
PLATELETS 26     110   3     0    3      1     10    1 
CRYO      176    176   89    89   10     10    254   254 
; 
 
 
free variable tcost              Total_Cost; 
positive variable y(j)           Collection_Station_Number; 
positive variable x(i,j)         Donors Assignment; 
positive variable l(k,w,i)       Produced Blood Products; 
positive variable z(k,i)         Demand Shortage; 
 
 
x.lo(i,j) = 1.0 ; 
 
*equations********************************************************************** 
 
equations 
cost                     Total_Cost 
stations                 Minimum Stations Number 
demand(k,i)              Demand 
Production (k,i)         Production 
supply(i)                Available Donors 
capacity(j)              Available_Time; 
 
 
cost               .. tcost  =e=sum(j , c(j)*y(j)) + sum(j ,sum(i, q(j)*x(i,j))) 
                           + us*sum(k ,sum(i, z(k,i))) 
                           +0.1*(sum(k,(sum(i,sum (w$ (ord(w) <> ord(i)), l(k,i,w)*o(k,i,w)))))) ; 
 
 
stations(j)        ..  y(j) =g= e(j); 
demand (k,i)       ..  sum (w ,l(k,w,i)*o(k,w,i))+z(k,i)   =e= d(k,i); 
 
production(k,i)    ..  sum (j , a(j,k)*x(i,j))-sum (w ,l(k,i,w)*o(k,i,w))=g= 0; 
 
Supply(i)          ..  sum (j ,x(i,j))                =l= s(i); 
capacity(j)        ..  sum (i ,t(j)*x(i,j))           =l= y(j)*f(j); 
 
model STOCH_BSC  /all/; 
 
* setting decision stages******************************************************* 
 
y.stage(j)                =1; 
x.stage(i,j)              =2; 
z.stage(k,i)              =2; 
l.stage(k,w,i)            =2; 
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stations.stage(j)         =2; 
demand.stage(k,i)         =2; 
production.stage(k,i)     =2; 
supply.stage(i)           =2; 
capacity.stage(j)         =2; 
 
* defining stochastic parameters************************************************ 
 
set stoch /out, pro/; 
 
*RBC A+ demand************ 
set omega1 /o11, o12, o13/; 
table v1(stoch,omega1) 
         o11  o12   o13 
out      914 1541  2168 
pro     0.37 0.46  0.17 
; 
*RBC A- demand************ 
set omega2 /o21, o22, o23/; 
table v2(stoch,omega2) 
         o21  o22   o23 
out       58  131   204 
pro     0.44 0.40  0.16 
; 
*RBC B+ demand************ 
set omega3 /o31, o32, o33/; 
table v3(stoch,omega3) 
         o31  o32  o33 
out      118  252  386 
pro     0.65 0.25 0.10 
; 
*RBC B- demand************ 
set omega4 /o41, o42, o43/; 
table v4(stoch,omega4) 
         o41  o42   o43 
out       14   40    65 
pro     0.65 0.25  0.10 
; 
*RBC AB+ demand************ 
set omega5 /o51, o52, o53/; 
table v5(stoch,omega5) 
         o51  o52   o53 
out       24   57    90 
pro     0.67 0.23  0.10 
; 
*RBC AB- demand************ 
set omega6 /o61, o62, o63/; 
table v6(stoch,omega6) 
         o61  o62   o63 
out        5   16    26 
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pro     0.60 0.30  0.10 
; 
*RBC O+ demand************
set omega7 /o71, o72, o73/;
table v7(stoch,omega7)
         o71  o72   o73 
out    1436 2262  3087 
pro     0.42 0.50  0.08 
; 
*RBC O- demand************
set omega8 /o81, o82, o83/;
table v8(stoch,omega8)
         o81  o82   o83 
out      97  198   299 
pro     0.23 0.52  0.25 
; 
*Plasma A+ demand*****************
set omega9 /o91, o92, o93/;
table v9(stoch,omega9)

         o91  o92   o93 
out     146  433   720 
pro     0.73 0.19  0.08 
; 
*Plasma A- demand*****************
set omega10 /o101, o102, o103/;
table v10(stoch,omega10)
         o101  o102   o103 
out      146   433    720 
pro      0.73  0.19   0.08 
; 
*Plasma B+ demand*****************
set omega11 /o111, o112, o113/;
table v11(stoch,omega11)
         o111  o112   o113 
out       38   114    190 
pro      0.94  0.02   0.04 
; 
*Plasma B- demand*****************
set omega12 /o121, o122, o123/;
table v12(stoch,omega12)
         o121  o122   o123 
out       38   114    190 
pro      0.94  0.02   0.04 
; 
*Plasma AB+ demand*****************
set omega13 /o131, o132, o133/;
table v13(stoch,omega13)
         o131  o132   o133 
out       39   118    197 
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pro      0.92  0.04   0.04 
; 
*Plasma AB- demand***************** 
set omega14 /o141, o142, o143/; 
table v14(stoch,omega14) 
         o141  o142   o143 
out        39   118    197 
pro      0.92  0.04   0.04 
; 
*Plasma O+ demand******************* 
set omega15 /o151, o152, o153/; 
table v15(stoch,omega15) 
         o151  o152   o153 
out       290   865    1439 
pro      0.96  0.02   0.02 
; 
*Plasma O- demand******************* 
set omega16 /o161, o162, o163/; 
table v16(stoch,omega16) 
         o161  o162   o163 
out       290   865   1439 
pro      0.96  0.02   0.02 
; 
*Platelets A+ demand***************** 
set omega17 /o171, o172, o173/; 
table v17(stoch,omega17) 
         o171  o172   o173 
out        19    29     38 
pro      0.42  0.46   0.12 
; 
*Platelets A- demand***************** 
set omega18 /o181, o182, o183/; 
table v18(stoch,omega18) 
         o181  o182   o183 
out         1     3      4 
pro      0.37  0.46   0.17 
; 
*Platelets B+ demand***************** 
set omega19 /o191, o192, o193/; 
table v19(stoch,omega19) 
         o191  o192   o193 
out         1     3      5 
pro      0.40  0.40   0.20 
; 
*Platelets B- demand***************** 
set omega20 /o201, o202, o203/; 
table v20(stoch,omega20) 
         o201  o202   o203 
out         1     1      2 
pro      0.96  0.02   0.02 
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; 
*Platelets AB+ demand***************** 
set omega21 /o211, o212, o213/; 
table v21(stoch,omega21) 
         o211  o212   o213 
out         2     5      8 
pro      0.65  0.33   0.02 
; 
*Platelets AB- demand***************** 
set omega22 /o221, o222, o223/; 
table v22(stoch,omega22) 
         o221  o222   o223 
out         1     1      2 
pro      0.79  0.17   0.04 
; 
*Platelets O+ demand***************** 
set omega23 /o231, o232, o233/; 
table v23(stoch,omega23) 
         o231  o232   o233 
out         7    15     23 
pro      0.69  0.25   0.06 
; 
*Platelets O- demand***************** 
set omega24 /o241, o242, o243/; 
table v24(stoch,omega24) 
         o241  o242   o243 
out         1     1      2 
pro      0.67  0.21   0.12 
; 
*Cryo A+ demand***************** 
set omega25 /o251, o252, o253/; 
table v25(stoch,omega25) 
         o251  o252   o253 
out       148   444    739 
pro      0.92  0.06   0.02 
; 
*Cryo A- demand***************** 
set omega26 /o261, o262, o263/; 
table v26(stoch,omega26) 
         o261  o262   o263 
out       148   444    739 
pro      0.92  0.06   0.02 
; 
*Cryo B+ demand***************** 
set omega27 /o271, o272, o273/; 
table v27(stoch,omega27) 
         o271  o272   o273 
out        70   211    351 
pro      0.90  0.06   0.04 
; 
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*Cryo B- demand***************** 
set omega28 /o281, o282, o283/; 
table v28(stoch,omega28) 
         o281  o282   o283 
out        70   211    351 
pro      0.90  0.06   0.04 
; 
*Cryo AB+ demand***************** 
set omega29 /o291, o292, o293/; 
table v29(stoch,omega29) 
         o291  o292   o293 
out         8    23     38 
pro      0.88  0.08   0.04 
; 
*Cryo AB- demand***************** 
set omega30 /o301, o302, o303/; 
table v30(stoch,omega30) 
         o301  o302   o303 
out         8    23     38 
pro      0.88  0.08   0.04 
; 
*Cryo O+ demand***************** 
set omega31 /o311, o312, o313/; 
table v31(stoch,omega31) 
         o311  o312   o313 
out       189   566    943 
pro      0.85  0.13   0.02 
; 
*Cryo O- demand***************** 
set omega32 /o321, o322, o323/; 
table v32(stoch,omega32) 
         o321  o322   o323 
out       189   566    943 
pro      0.88  0.08   0.04 
; 
* A+ Donors******************** 
set omega33 /o331, o332, o333/; 
table v33(stoch,omega33) 
         o331  o332    o333 
out      1050  1968    2885 
pro      0.61  0.35    0.04 
; 
* A- Donors******************** 
set omega34 /o341, o342, o343/; 
table v34(stoch,omega34) 
         o341  o342   o343 
out        67   142    217 
pro      0.52  0.40   0.08 
; 
* B+ Donors******************** 
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set omega35 /o351, o352, o353/; 
table v35(stoch,omega35) 
         o351  o352   o353 
out      118   297    476 
pro      0.65  0.31   0.04 
; 
* B- Donors********************
set omega36 /o361, o362, o363/;
table v36(stoch,omega36)
         o361  o362   o363 
out     17    46   75 
pro      0.77  0.17   0.06 
; 
* AB+ Donors********************
set omega37 /o371, o372, o373/;
table v37(stoch,omega37)
         o371  o372   o373 
out       28    55     82 
pro      0.54  0.38   0.08 
; 
* AB- Donors********************
set omega38 /o381, o382, o383/;
table v38(stoch,omega38)
         o381  o382   o383 
out    4    13     22 
pro      0.48  0.37   0.15 
; 
* O+ Donors********************
set omega39 /o391, o392, o393/;
table v39(stoch,omega39)

         o391  o392   o393 
out     1207  2175   3143 
pro      0.37  0.50   0.13 
; 
* O- Donors********************
set omega40 /o401, o402, o403/;
table v40(stoch,omega40)

         o401    o402   o403 
out      123     267    410 
pro      0.54    0.44   0.02 
; 
* defining distributions********************************************************
file stg/MODEL.STG/;
put stg;
put "INDEP DISCRETE"/;

loop(omega1, 
put"RHS demand RBC A+ ",    v1("out",omega1), " period2 ", v1("pro", omega1)/; 
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); 
 
loop(omega2, 
put"RHS demand RBC A-",          v2("out",omega2), " period2 ", v2("pro", omega2)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega3, 
put"RHS demand RBC B+",          v3("out",omega3), " period2 ", v3("pro", omega3)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega4, 
put"RHS demand RBC B-",          v4("out",omega4), " period2 ", v4("pro", omega4)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega5, 
put"RHS demand RBC AB+",         v5("out",omega5), " period2 ", v5("pro", omega5)/; 
); 
loop(omega6, 
put"RHS demand RBC AB-",         v6("out",omega6), " period2 ", v6("pro", omega6)/; 
); 
loop(omega7, 
put"RHS demand RBC O+",          v7("out",omega7), " period2 ", v7("pro", omega7)/; 
); 
loop(omega8, 
put"RHS demand RBC O-",          v8("out",omega8), " period2 ", v8("pro", omega8)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega9, 
put"RHS demand PLASMA A+",       v9("out",omega9), " period2 ", v9("pro", omega9)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega10, 
put"RHS demand PLASMA A-",       v10("out",omega10), " period2 ", v10("pro", omega10)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega11, 
put"RHS demand PLASMA B+",       v11("out",omega11), " period2 ", v11("pro", omega11)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega12, 
put"RHS demand PLASMA B-",       v12("out",omega12), " period2 ", v12("pro", omega12)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega13, 
put"RHS demand PLASMA AB+",     v13("out",omega13), " period2 ", v13("pro", omega13)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega14, 
put"RHS demand PLASMA AB-",     v14("out",omega14), " period2 ", v14("pro", omega14)/; 
); 
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loop(omega15, 
put"RHS demand PLASMA O+",      v15("out",omega15), " period2 ", v15("pro", omega15)/; 
); 

loop(omega16, 
put"RHS demand PLASMA O-",      v16("out",omega16), " period2 ", v16("pro", omega16)/; 
); 

loop(omega17, 
put"RHS demand PLATELETS A+",   v17("out",omega17), " period2 ", v17("pro", omega17)/; 
); 

loop(omega18, 
put"RHS demand PLATELETS A-",   v18("out",omega18), " period2 ", v18("pro", omega18)/; 
); 

loop(omega19, 
put"RHS demand PLATELETS B+",   v19("out",omega19), " period2 ", v19("pro", omega19)/; 
); 

loop(omega20, 
put"RHS demand PLATELETS B-",   v20("out",omega20), " period2 ", v20("pro", omega20)/; 
); 

loop(omega21, 
put"RHS demand PLATELETS AB+",  v21("out",omega21), " period2 ", v21("pro", omega21)/; 
); 

loop(omega22, 
put"RHS demand PLATELETS AB-",  v22("out",omega22), " period2 ", v22("pro", omega22)/; 
); 

loop(omega23, 
put"RHS demand PLATELETS O+",   v23("out",omega23), " period2 ", v23("pro", omega23)/; 
); 

loop(omega24, 
put"RHS demand PLATELETS O-",   v24("out",omega24), " period2 ", v24("pro", omega24)/; 
); 

loop(omega25, 
put"RHS demand CRYO A+",     v25("out",omega25), " period2 ", v25("pro", omega25)/; 
); 

loop(omega26, 
put"RHS demand CRYO A-",       v26("out",omega26), " period2 ", v26("pro", omega26)/; 
); 

loop(omega27, 
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put"RHS demand CRYO B+",        v27("out",omega27), " period2 ", v27("pro", omega27)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega28, 
put"RHS demand CRYO B-",        v28("out",omega28), " period2 ", v28("pro", omega28)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega29, 
put"RHS demand CRYO AB+",       v29("out",omega29), " period2 ", v29("pro", omega29)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega30, 
put"RHS demand CRYO AB-",       v30("out",omega30), " period2 ", v30("pro", omega30)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega31, 
put"RHS demand CRYO O+",        v31("out",omega31), " period2 ", v31("pro", omega31)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega32, 
put"RHS demand CRYO O-",        v32("out",omega32), " period2 ", v32("pro", omega32)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega33, 
put"RHS supply A+",             v33("out",omega33), " period2 ", v33("pro", omega33)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega34, 
put"RHS supply A-",             v34("out",omega34), " period2 ", v34("pro", omega34)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega35, 
put"RHS supply B+",             v35("out",omega35), " period2 ", v35("pro", omega35)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega36, 
put"RHS supply B-",             v36("out",omega36), " period2 ", v36("pro", omega36)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega37, 
put"RHS supply AB+",            v37("out",omega37), " period2 ", v37("pro", omega37)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega38, 
put"RHS supply AB-",            v38("out",omega38), " period2 ", v38("pro", omega38)/; 
); 
 
loop(omega39, 
put"RHS supply O+",             v39("out",omega39), " period2 ", v39("pro", omega39)/; 
); 
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loop(omega40, 
put"RHS supply O-",     v40("out",omega40), " period2 ", v40("pro", omega40)/; 
); 

putclose stg; 

option lp=decism; 
stoch_bsc.optfile=1; 
solve stoch_bsc  using lp minimizing tcost; 
option decimals = 0.0; 

file Stoch_Model_Results /Stoch_Model_Results.dat/; 
Stoch_Model_Results.nj=2; 
put Stoch_Model_Results ; 

put @9,'Stochastic Model Solution Results'//// ; 

************************ C O S T *********************************************** 
put 'Minimum Total Weekly Production Cost','=',@39,'$',tcost.l:5:0/// ; 

************************ C O L E C T I O N  S T A T I O N  S ******************* 
put 'Blood Collection Stations Needed:'//; 
put 'Station Type', @18, 'Quantity'/; 
loop((j), put j.tl, @18 y.l(j):2:0 /); 
put//; 

******************* D O N O R S  A S S I G N M E N T S ************************* 
put 'Donors Weekly Assignment Plan'//; 
put 'Donor Blood Group', @20, 'Colection Station Type',@44,'Number'/; 
loop((i,j)$(x.l(i,j)>=1), put i.tl, @20, j.tl, @44 x.l(i,j):8:0 /); 
put//; 

********************* P R O D U C T I O N  p L A N ***************************** 
put 'Weekly Production Plan'//; 
put 'Product', @12, 'Donor',@24,'Patient',@36,'Units'/; 
loop((k,w,i)$(l.l(k,w,i)>=1), put k.tl, @12, w.tl, @24,i.tl, @36 l.l(k,w,i):8:0 /); 
put//; 

*********************S H O R T A G E S ***************************************** 
put 'Weekly Expected Shortages'//; 
put 'Product', @12, 'Blood Group',@28,'Units'/; 
loop((k,i)$(z.l(k,i)>=1), put k.tl, @12, i.tl, @28 z.l(k,i):8:0 /); 
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Appendix B 

Saskatchewan Weekly Blood Demand Probability Distributions 

RBC A+  RBC A-  RBC B+  RBC B- 

Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability 

914 37%  58 44%  118 65%  14 65% 

1541 46%  131 40%  252 25%  40 25% 

2168 17%  204 16%  386 10%  65 10% 

Expected 1420  Expected 110  Expected 177  Expected 25 
 

RBC AB+  RBC AB-  RBC O+  RBC O- 

Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability 

24 67%  5 60%  1436 42%  97 23% 

57 23%  16 30%  2262 50%  198 52% 

90 10%  26 10%  3087 8%  299 25% 

Expected 38  Expected 10  Expected 1976  Expected 200 
 

Plasma A+  Plasma A-  Plasma B+  Plasma B- 

Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability 

146 73%  146 73%  38 94%  38 94% 

433 19%  433 19%  114 2%  114 2% 

720 8%  720 8%  190 4%  190 4% 

Expected 245  Expected 245  Expected 61  Expected 61 
 

Plasma AB+  Plasma AB-  Plasma O+  Plasma O- 

Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability 

39 92%  39 92%  290 96%  290 96% 

118 4%  118 4%  865 2%  865 2% 

197 4%  197 4%  1439 2%  1439 2% 

Expected 48  Expected 48  Expected 323  Expected 323 
 

Cryo A+  Cryo A-  Cryo B+  Cryo B- 

Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability 

148 92%  148 92%  70 90%  70 90% 

444 6%  444 6%  211 6%  211 6% 

739 2%  739 2%  351 4%  351 4% 

Expected 176  Expected 176  Expected 89  Expected 89 
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Cryo AB+ Cryo AB- Cryo O+ Cryo O- 

Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability 

8 88% 8 88% 189 85% 189 85% 

23 8% 23 8% 566 13% 566 13% 

38 4% 38 4% 943 2% 943 2% 

Expected 10 Expected 10 Expected 254 Expected 254 

Platelet A+ Platelet A- Platelet B+ Platelet B- 

Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability 

19 42% 1 37% 1 40% 0 96% 

29 46% 3 46% 3 40% 1 2% 

38 12% 4 17% 5 19% 2 2% 

Expected 26 Expected 110 Expected 3 Expected 0 

Platelet AB+ Platelet AB- Platelet O+ Platelet O- 

Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability 

2 65% 0 79% 7 69% 0 67% 

5 33% 1 17% 15 25% 1 21% 

8 2% 2 4% 23 6% 2 12% 

Expected 3 Expected 1 Expected 10 Expected 1 

Saskatchewan Weekly Available Donors probability Distributions 

A+ A- B+ B- 

Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability 

1050 62% 67 52% 118 65% 17 77% 

1968 35% 142 40% 297 31% 46 17% 

2885 4% 217 8% 476 4% 75 6% 

Expected 1438 Expected 110 Expected 187 Expected 25 

AB+ AB- O+ O- 

Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability Demand Probability 

28 54% 4 48% 1207 37% 123 54% 

55 38% 13 37% 2175 50% 267 44% 

82 8% 22 15% 3143 13% 410 2% 

Expected 42 Expected 10 Expected 1976 Expected 192 
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Appendix C 

Stochastic Cost Confidence Interval Width Data 

Sample Size 
Nominal 

Cost 
Lower 
Limit 

Upper 
Limit 

Width 
% 

1500 33716 33391 34002 1.813% 

1400 33895 33315 34190 2.581% 

1300 34053 33350 34368 2.991% 

1200 33791 33426 34120 2.055% 

1100 33698 33463 34037 1.703% 

1000 34008 33441 34348 2.668% 

900 34132 33466 34501 3.030% 

800 34016 33578 34400 2.417% 

700 34072 33385 34497 3.262% 

600 33641 33540 34098 1.659% 

500 33801 33403 34294 2.635% 

400 33687 33049 34252 3.571% 

300 34020 33214 34679 4.306% 

200 33271 32945 34045 3.306% 

100 34241 37540 35285 12.68% 

90 34124 37441 35239 12.99% 

80 33866 37456 34973 13.86% 

70 34100 35698 35204 7.92% 

60 33519 36081 34752 11.32% 

50 34494 33273 36156 8.36% 




